We call a set right scattered (left scattered) if every nonempty subset contains a point isolated on the right (left). We establish the following monotonicity theorem for the symmetric derivative. If a real function / has a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate on an open interval / , then there is a nondecreasing function g such that f(x) > g(x) on a right scattered set and f(x) < g{x) on a left scattered set. Furthermore, if R is any right scattered set and L is any left scattered set disjoint with R , then there is a function which is positive on R , negative on L , zero otherwise, and which has a zero lower symmetric derívate everywhere. We obtain some consequence including an analogue of the Mean Value Theorem and a new proof of an old theorem of Charzynski.
Introduction
This paper will establish the following theorem, some generalizations, and some consequences. In §2 we will introduce left scattered, right scattered, and splattered sets and explain their necessary role. In §3 we will prove a new partition property for symmetric covers. In §4 we will prove our main results regarding monotonicity.
In §5 we will look at some consequences involving scattered sets, obtaining a symmetric analogue of the Mean Value Theorem and a new proof of a theorem of Charzynski. Theorem 1. If a real function f has a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate on some open interval I (i.e., for x in I, liminfh_^0(f(x + h)-f(x-h))/2h > 0), then there is a countable set S such that f is nondecreasing on I -S.
This theorem seems to run contrary to the following example.
Example 1 (D. Preiss [16] in answer to a question of Hausdorff [10] ). There exists a symmetrically continuous function which possesses uncountably many discontinuity points, Example 2 (Belna, Evans, and Humke [1] ). There exists a continuous function / such that if S = {x\f is symmetrically nondecreasing at x} and M = {x\f is nondecreasing at x} then S -M is uncountable, where the local property " / is nondecreasing at x " means that f(x -h) < f(x) < f(x + h) for all h sufficiently close to zero, and " / is symmetrically nondecreasing at x " means that f(x -h) < f(x + h) for all h sufficiently close to zero, and Example (J. Foran, [8] ). There exists a continuous function with a finite symmetric derivative everywhere, but which is nondifferentiable at uncountably many points.
We remark that Example 1 has been recently improved upon by M. Chlebik [3] , who showed that the collection of everywhere symmetrically continuous functions has power 2C. Our theorem easily implies that the collection of everywhere symmetrically monotone functions has power only c. Also we immediately see that Example 2, if S contains an interval then S -M is countable in that interval.
On the other hand our theorem seems to be strongly suggested by the following theorem which was first proved for countable sets by Sierpiñski [18] : Theorem (Charzynski [2] ; cf. Examples 1 and 3). If a function f has finite upper and lower symmetric dérivâtes everywhere (i.e., lim sup( f(x + h) -f(x -h))/2h < oo A-tO and lim inf(/(x + h) -f(x -h))/2h > -oo)
h-*0 then the set of discontinuity points of f is scattered.
Here to say that a set is scattered means that every nonempty subset contains an isolated point. A set is scattered iff it is a countable Gs (see Davies and Galvin [5] ). It is also suggested by Theorem (A. Kintchine [11] ). A continuous function with a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate is nondecreasing.
Theorem (Ruzsa [17] , see also Davies [4] and Editorial Staff [7] ). If a function is symmetrically constant (i.e., Vx 35 > 0 V/z e (0, 5) f(x + h) = f(x -h) ) then it is constant off a set with countable closure.
In fact, a combination of Khintchine's proof with Charzynski's theorem almost immediately gives the following:
Theorem (Charzynski and Khintchine) . If a function has a finite upper symmetric derívate and a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate everywhere, then it is nondecreasing off some scattered set.
Thus our theorem, although never mentioned, was very nearly proved in the early 1930s, and seems transparently plausible since an infinite upper symmetric derívate should not cause a function to decrease(?). One might think, therefore, that Charzynski's and Khintchine's results would trivially generalize by eliminating the condition of a finite upper symmetric derívate and replacing "continuous" with "upper semicontinuous," providing an easy proof of our theorem. In Khintchine's case this is easily done. However in Charzynski's proof, the condition of a finite upper symmetric derívate is used in an essential way, even for proving the upper semicontinuous case. The problem might be paraphrased as follows. If x < y < z and f(x) is close to f(z) and f(y) is close to f(z) then one can conclude that f(x) is close to f(y). However if f(x) < f(z) and fiy) < fi?) then there is nothing which can be deduced about the relationship between f(x) and f(y). One runs into the same problem when trying to copy proofs of similar results by Ruzsa [17] and Davies [4] . In fact, we will show in the next section that Charzynski and Khintchine's theorem does not remain literally true when the finite derívate condition is dropped.
Our results will generalize several other monotonicity theorems for the symmetric derivative, such as Theorem (M. Evans, [6] , see also C. Weil [22] ). If f is a measurable function such that (i) for each x, lim infa^ v f(a) < f(x) < lim supa^ v f(a), and (ii) the lower symmetric derívate of f is nonnegative almost everywhere and greater than negative infinity everywhere, then f is nondecreasing. Theorem (L. Larson, [12] ). If f is a measurable function whose lower symmetric derívate is nonnegative almost everywhere and greater than negative infinity everywhere, then there is a nondecreasing function g such that g = f on the continuity points of f.
There are many other interesting monotonicity theorems for the symmetric derivative, not all of which are immediately implied by our theorem. For further discussion on these and other results in symmetric real analysis we refer the reader to Larson [13].
2. Left scattered, right scattered, and splattered sets
We have from Ruzsa's theorems that a symmetrically constant function is constant off some closed countable set. As was observed by Ruzsa, his result is the best possible in the following sense: Every closed countable set is contained in another closed countable set whose characteristic function is symmetrically constant. The reason for this is that "countable" and "closed" are closed under "closure under 2x -y ".
Charzynski and Khintchine's theorem tells us that a function with a zero symmetric derivative everywhere is constant off some scattered set. The sharpness of this theorem is answered by the following result of Jurek:
Theorem (Jurek, see Szpilrajn [19] ). Let S be any scattered set. Then there is a function which is positive on S, zero off S, and has a zero symmetric derivative everywhere.
In the next section we will draw a similar connection between nonnegative symmetric dérivâtes and countable sets. In order to classify these countable sets we make the following definitions: A set A is called right scattered (left scattered) iff every nonempty set contains a point isolated on the right (left). A is called splattered iff every nonempty set contains a point isolated on one side. Obviously these are notions of smallness in the sense that any subset of a scattered (resp. right scattered, left scattered, splattered) set is also scattered (resp. right scattered, left scattered, splattered).
Each of these notions is closed under finite unions. For example, let S and T be any two right scattered sets. If some open interval / intersects one of these but not the other, then SuT contains a right isolated point in / . On the other hand, if S and T are dense in each other and one of them is nonempty, then it contains a right isolated point which is also a right isolated point in their union. Therefore, either S u T is empty or it contains a right isolated point. The same holds for any subset of 5U T and so SöT is right scattered.
Any set of countable closure is scattered, any scattered set is right scattered (left scattered), and any right scattered (left scattered) set is splattered. On the other hand, the centers of the complementary intervals of the Cantor set form a scattered set which does not have countable closure, the left (right) endpoints of these same intervals form a right scattered (left scattered) set which is not scattered, and the set of all endpoints of these intervals form a splattered set which is neither right scattered nor left scattered. Proposition 1. Splattered sets (and hence scattered, right scattered, and left scattered sets) are countable.
Proof. If a set A is uncountable then there is an element x of A such that every closed interval which contains x also contains uncountably many points in A . Otherwise for each x in A we assign the largest closed interval / containing x , such that A is countable in / . Any two intervals thus obtained would be either disjoint or identical. Thus there would be only countably many such intervals and hence only countably many elements in A. Therefore if we consider the collection of points x in A with this property we obtain a nonempty subset of A which is bilaterally dense in itself. D Sets of these types can be characterized in terms of their Cantor-Bendixon " A proof appears in Szpilrajn [19] : however in a note appearing in Fund. Math. 22. Szpilrajn acknowledges that it was Jurek who first proved this result. The following version of Jurek's theorem shows that, in a sense, our forthcoming monotonicity theorem is best possible. It also shows that the finite derívate condition cannot be dropped in Charzynski and Khintchine's theorem: Theorem 1. Let R be any right scattered set and L be any left scattered set such that R n L is empty. Then there is a function f which is positive on R, negative on L, zero otherwise, and which has a zero lower symmetric derívate everywhere.
Proof. Let R and L be any disjoint sets which are right scattered and left scattered respectively. For x e R, let a(x) denote the unique ordinal a such
and let e(x) besuchthat (x, x + e(x)) C\D'f](R)
is empty. Similarly for x e L, let a(x) denote the unique ordinal a such that x e D"(L) -D"+X(L), and let e(x) be such that (
otherwise.
Since / is zero off a countable set, its lower symmetric derívate is always less than or equal to zero. It remains to show that / has a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate. Fix x. Suppose there is some c e R such that x e (c, c + e(c)). Then fix such a c for which a(c) is minimal. Then there are no elements z < x in R -D"ic)(R) for which z + e(z) > x . Also there are no elements z in (c, x) which are in D"U)(R). Therefore if z e (c, x)f)R then f(z) = (e(z)) < (x-z)".
If there is no such c e R for which x e (c, c + e(c)) then for all z < x in R we have f(z) = (e(z)) < (x -z) . If z < x is not in R then f(z) < 0 . So in any case there is a number a < x such that for all z in (a,
Similarly, using L, there is some b > x such that for all z in (x, b), f(z) > -(z -x)2. If h is small enough that (x -h , x + h) c (a, b) then f(x + h)-f(x -h)> -h2 -h2 and hence (f(x + h)-f(x -h))/2h > -h and hence / has a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate. D We will find it convenient to use a simple characterization of scattered, (resp. right scattered, left scattered, splattered) sets in terms of the following games. Since the outcome of each game is settled after a finite number of moves, one of the players must have a winning strategy by a theorem of Gale-Stewart [9] .
For each set A , we define the two-person perfect information infinite game Sp(A) as follows:
I: ax a2 a3
II: ^b/ \/32/ \-Rules. ai+x and bi+x must be between ai and br I wins if each a; is in A. Suppose we make a slight variation in the game by requiring player II to always play b¡ > ai. Then we call this variation Sc+(A). If we instead require that bi < ai then we call it Sc~ (A). Finally, if we allow player I to decide on which side of each ai player II must play then we call the game Sc(A).
Proposition 4. Player II wins Sc(A) (resp. Sc+(A), Sc~(A), Sp(A)) iff A is scattered (resp. right scattered, left scattered, splattered).
Proof. We prove this for Sc+(A), the other proofs being similar. If A is not right scattered then A has a nonempty subset A1 which is dense in itself from the right. Then I will be able to always play an element in A1. On the other hand, suppose I has a winning strategy. Then let A1 be the collection of all possible plays for I using this strategy. Then A' is nonempty and dense in itself from the right, o
It was shown by Davies and Galvin [5] that scattered sets are exactly the sets which are countable and Gs . Analogues for right scattered, left scattered, and splattered also hold. Proof. We prove this for splattered sets, the other cases being similar. Suppose A is splattered. We have already shown A is countable. Call a sequence (ax, bx, ... , a¡, bf good for x if it is a sequence of plays in Sp(A) where II is following some fixed winning strategy, each ane A, and x £ (a{, b¡) or x e (b¡, af . For each such good sequence, a sequence (ax, bx, ... , ai+x, bj+x) is called better for x if II is still following his winning strategy, each ane A , and x e [ai+x , bj+x) or x e (bj+x , a,+x] ■ Yet x e A' iff for every good sequence for x there is a better one. Clearly A' is a countable intersection of unions of half open intervals and therefore also a countable intersection of unions of closed intervals. Also A c A'. On the other hand, if x e A' -A then every better sequence for x is also a good one, leading to a win for player I. Therefore A = Ä .
In the other direction, suppose A = f|°^, G¡ where each l7( is the union of closed intervals. Suppose also that A = {xx, x2, ...} is countable. Assume I has a winning strategy in Sp(A). Let II play against this strategy by choosing each bn e Gn so that the sequence (ax,bx, ... , an, bf is not good for xn and so that lim af = lim ¿>; . Then lim b¡ ef]Gj -A contradicting choice of A . □
Transitive full symmetric covers
In his innovative paper [20] , B. Thomson developed a method of covering and partition properties which may be used to generalize many monotonicity results such as the previously mentioned theorems of Larson and Evans. In addition, his method makes no measurability assumptions. As was remarked to me by Michael Evans, the measurability condition in these theorems may also be dispensed with for another reason. The main result in [21] has the following immediate corollary:
Theorem (J. Uher [21] ). If a function has a lower symmetric derívate greater than negative infinity on an interval then it is differentiable almost everywhere on that interval (and hence measurable).
The proof of our theorem will depend on this result of Uher to avoid the assumption of measurability, and since we wish to first prove it in the general setting of covering and partition properties, it will also heavily depend upon results and terminology developed by Thomson [20] .
Definitions. Let / be an open real interval. Let S be a collection of closed subintervals. We say that S is a symmetric cover (or full symmetric cover) of / if for each x in / there is a number 5(x) > 0 such that every interval [x -h, x + h] with h < 5(x) belongs to /. We say that S is transitive if whenever [a, b] e S and [b, c] e S then [a, c] e S.
The following theorem is Thomson's Lemma 3.1 which he attributes to McGrotty [14] .
Theorem (McGrotty). Let S be a transitive full symmetric cover of an open
interval I and let x e I. Then there is a set F of countable closure such that S contains every subinterval of I whose center is at x and whose endpoints are not in F.
In his paper, Thomson derives several monotonicity results from this theorem but states that it is not intended to give a complete picture of the global properties of symmetric covers. As evidence he gives another property of symmetric covers [ Proof. Let a and ß be the left and right endpoints of / respectively. Let F be the triangle in R2 with vertices (a, 0), (ß , 0), and ((a + ß)/2, (ß -a)/2), together with its interior. Let D be the set of points (x, h) in T such that S does not contain the interval [x -h , x + h]. For any point p in T, we will denote by x(p) and h(p) the first and second coordinates of p respectively, and we denote by lm(p) the line segment with slope m which connects p to the x-axis. Also, for any two points, p , q in T, denote by p • q the intersection point of lx(p) and l_x(q) when this point exists. Lemma 1. Let p e D and let p be a point on lx(p) and p" be a point on l_x(p) such that p" -p is on the x-axis. Then at least one of the points p , p" must be in D.
Proof. Assume both points are not in D. Let p = (x, h), p = (x , h') and p" = (x", h"). Then S contains [x -h', x +h'] and [x"-h", x" + h"]. But if p" -p lies on the x-axis, then it must have an x-coordinate of both x + if and x" -h" and so these must be equal. Then by transitivity, S contains [x' -h', x" + h"]. But p lies on /, (p) and so x -h' = x -h . Similarly, x" + h"■= x + h contradicting that (x, h) e D. D Lemma 2. Let peD, and let nx(p) and n_x(p) be the projections of Dnlx(p) and Dr~)l_x (p) on the x-axis respectively. Then at least one of these projections must have measure at least h(p)/2. Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that A and B are both countable, and that h(A-B) = inf{h(px -p2)\px e A, p2e B) is greater than zero. Let A' = {px e A\ for some p2 in B, px -p2 e Dx) and let B' = {p2 e B\ for some px in A , px -p2 e D_x). If px e A -Ä then B' is equal to all of B . Hence either A = A' or B = B' and we assume without loss of generality that A = Á . Let P be a nonempty perfect subset of cl(A). Then P is homeomorphic to a set of positive measure. Induce a measure on P via this homeomorphism. Let U be {(a, c)\a e P and for every rational neighborhood N of a, there is an a e N (~)A and b' e B such that a ■ b' e Dx and c e n(a • b')} . It is easy to see that U is an F s subset in the space P xR. Now for each rational neighborhood N of a e P, there is an a e A n N, and thus {c| for some a e N n A and b' e B , a ■ b' e Dx and c e n(a ■ b')} has measure larger than h(A ■ B)/3. Hence, {c\(a, c) e U) has measure at least h(A ■ B)/3, since it is a nested intersection of sets with measure larger than h(A • B)/3. Therefore by Fubini's theorem, there is some c such that {a\(a, c) e U) has positive measure in the induced measure on P, and hence is uncountable. But   {a\(a,c) Proof. We describe a winning strategy for player II in the game Sc+(R). Assuming ai is in R, let II play each b¡ > a{ and so close to aj that:
(1) Only countably many c in the interval (a¡, b¡) have the property that (c, c -af $. D . This is possible by Lemma 4 since ai e R. We will call this countable exceptional set E{.
(2) bj is less than each of the first i points which are greater than a¡ in each En where n < i. Since for each ai there are only finitely many such points to avoid, this will be possible. 
Monotonicity for the lower symmetric derívate
We are now ready to prove the theorem quoted in the introduction. However in order to make the theorem more applicable with less duplication, we will prove it in a more general setting of interval functions rather than functions of real numbers.
Definitions. We say that F is an interval function on an open interval I if F maps the closed real subintervals of / to real numbers. We let Ix denote an interval with center at x . We define the upper symmetric derívate F (x) to be lim sup,,,, 0F(IX)/\IX\. The lower symmetric derívate Efy(x) is defined similarly using lim inf. If the upper and lower symmetric dérivâtes agree then we say that F is symmetrically differentiable at x and call their common value the symmetric derivative of F at x which is denoted by F5y(x). We say that F is symmetrically upper semicontinuous at x iff lim inf,,*, 0F(IX) > 0, and symmetrically lower semicontinuous at x iff limsup,^, 0F(IX) < 0. If F is both symmetrically upper and lower semicontinuous at x then we say that F is symmetrically continuous at x , in which case we have that lim,,,, 0 F(IX) = 0.
There will be three additivity conditions we will be concerned with for interval functions on an open interval /. We say that F satisfies the following conditions:
( (1) its lower symmetric derívate is nonnegative almost everywhere, (2) is greater than negative infinity everywhere except possibly on some countable set, where we at least have that Proof. Let F be as stated and let A, B, and C be disjoint sets where A U B U C = /, and (1) is satisfied at all points in A (which has full measure), (2) is satisfied at all points in B, and C is a countable set where (3) We may assume without loss of generality that for each point x in N there is an interval J with one endpoint x and the other endpoint in I -N, such that F(J) < 0. Otherwise we may eliminate any counterexamples x from N, one by one, without destroying (*).
Let
We describe a winning strategy for II in the game Sc+(R). Assuming each a¡ e R let II play bl > ai so close to ai that:
(2) If A¡ = {(a + n )/2\ p < i and q < i) then choose b¡ e I less than x for each x e A; which is greater than a¡. Since there are only finitely many such x, this is possible.
(3) 2b, -a, < d(at). Corollary. // / is a real function with a nonnegative lower symmetric derívate, then there is a monotone function g suchthat {x\f(x) > g(x)) is right scattered and {x|/(x) < g(x)) is left scattered.
Some scattered results
Theorem 4. // F is an interval function satisfying additivity conditions (A), (B), and (C) on an open interval I such that ( 1 ) its lower symmetric derívate is nonnegative almost everywhere, (2) both the upper and lower symmetric dérivâtes are finite, except possibly on some countable set, where we at least have that (3) F is symmetrically upper semicontinuous, then F (J) > 0 for all J with endpoints in I -S (where S is scattered).
Proof. Since F satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, the proof of Theorem 3 remains valid. Let G be the countable set {gx, g2, ■■■) where one of the symmetric dérivâtes of F takes on an infinite value. We will show under the additional hypothesis that II wins Sc~ (R -L). Assume / has played each a¡e R. Let II play bi < ai so close to a{ that:
(2) If Ai = {(ap + n )/2\ p < i and q < i) then choose bi > x for each x in A¡ which is less than ai. Since there are only finitely many such x this is possible. Therefore II has a winning strategy in Sc~(R -L) and hence R -L is right scattered. Since we showed in Theorem 3 that R is right scattered, R-L must be scattered. Similarly L-R is scattered (using additivity condition (B)). Therefore N = R u L is scattered which finishes the proof of the theorem.
The next theorem is reminiscent of the Mean Value Theorem for the ordinary derivative. For a survey of similar theorems see Larson [13] . By Theorem 3 or else by Theorem 4, there is a set S such that F > 0 for closed intervals with endpoints in I -S. Since F < 0 by definition, we have F = 0 on I -S. The difference lies in the fact that if we only require that x0, x,, ... , xn be in / then F is easily seen to satisfy conditions (A), (B), and (C). Whereas if we require that x0 < x, < • • • < xn then F only satisfies (A). Hence in the former case S is scattered by Theorem 4 and in the latter case 5 is splattered by Theorem 3. This finishes the proof.
We will now give a new proof of Charzynski's theorem. 
